ELECTROSTATIC
SPRAY SYSTEM
REFURBISHMENT

Limax now offers its unique electrostatic spray
system for refurbishing purposes. Upgrading
already existing third party electrostatic oiling
machines is a cost-efficient and fast way to
achieve the finest results in oiling sheet metal
materials.
Equipped with the reliable electrostatic generator, our spray
system delivers constantly accurate oiling results.
Our system has a modular design: spray bars, cabin and
tank station can be added into an already running system
gradually to keep downtimes to a minimum and still always
run on the latest technology.
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Spray Width

1.500 - 2.400 mm *

Oil Layer

0,2 - 3 g/m2 *

Strip Speed

30 - 1.600 m/min

Width Adjustment

100 mm grids (50 mm upon
request)

Medium

All anti-corrosion and deep
drawing oils

* different specifications possible
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The new Limax Spray Bar is part of our versatile

Maintenance and Repairs

Electrostatic Oiling System and adopts perfectly to your

All components of the Limax Spray Bar can be

production environment. Due to its dimensions and

maintained and cleaned by the enduser. This saves time

functionality it is the first choice for machine

and is the most cost efficient way to run an oiling

refurbishment in order to achieve improved oiling

system. In case of damage, Limax is able to supply

quality with less effort. Short delivery times and fast

the customer with individual spare parts without the

assembly guarantee prompt achievements. All

need to exchange a whole component. Due to the

Spray Bars for refurbishment purposes come with an

modular design of the Spray Bar and our fast

individual mounting solution to fit to your existing

production and delivery capacity, the Oiling Systems

infrastructure seamlessly.

downtimes will be reduced to a minimum.

The movable frame of the Spray Bar makes
maintenance easy and fast.

Our Spray Bar comes with our compatible high-voltage
system. Flawless oiling results, continuity and
repeatability.
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Limax GmbH is located in Solingen, Germany.
Solingen as well as the whole surrounding of
the Rhine-Ruhr area is world famous for highquality manufactured steel producing and
processing facilities and machinery. All Limax
machines and products are engineered and
manufactured with highest precision, accuracy
and German craftsmanship. Limax has
HAMBURG

established a multi national trade gateway for
proven, sustainable and promising technology.

HANOVER

BERLIN

While providing its customers with most
sophisticated products, Limax also
introduces emerging technology from all

SOLINGEN

over the world to the German domestic and
the European market to strengthen distribution,

FRANKFURT

infrastructures and networks.

STUTTGART
MUNICH
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